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Major Rating Factors

Strengths: Weaknesses:

• Leading player in the low-risk retail and commercial

banking sectors in Luxembourg.

• Ongoing build-up of loss-absorbing capacities.

• Board composition and regulated status supporting

high degree of insulation from parent group.

• Narrow geographic focus.

• Pressure from credit risk and low interest rates on

core earnings and capitalization.

• Majority ownership by a leveraged conglomerate.
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Outlook: Stable

The stable outlook balances our view of BIL's (Banque Internationale à Luxembourg's) focus on low-risk businesses

in a stable and wealthy country with rapid loan expansion amid increasing earnings pressure due to the low

interest rate environment. We expect our risk-adjusted capital (RAC) ratio to remain above 10% in the coming two

years and anticipate that supportive capital management will balance dynamic loan growth and higher credit risk

from the COVID-19 pandemic. Furthermore, despite the lower-than-expected volume of senior nonpreferred (NPS)

debt issued in 2020 year-to-date, we estimate that BIL will maintain a sufficient additional loss-absorbing capacity

(ALAC) buffer. Finally, the outlook incorporates our expectation that BIL's creditworthiness will not be negatively

affected by the weaker credit standing of its parent's, Chinese company Legend Holdings (LH; not rated), thanks to

the bank's regulated status and the influence of independent board members; both factors create a high level of

insulation.

We could lower the rating if we perceived detrimental effects from BIL's shareholders on management and

governance standards, or deviated uses of the bank's liquidity, funding, or capital resources, directed by the parent

group. Although this is not our central scenario, any change in BIL's shareholder structure that would shift the

balance of power between LH, Luxembourg, and independent directors could lead to a negative rating action. We

could also consider a downgrade if we saw elevated economic risks in the countries in which the bank has

exposures, including if it undergoes intensified expansion outside Luxembourg under the new ownership, or if

retained earnings proved insufficient to sustain current solvency levels notably due to the low interest rate

environment and high cost base. We would revise down our assessment of capital and earnings if we forecast our

RAC ratio decreasing materially below 10%. Although in that situation we could factor a second notch of ALAC

support into the issuer credit rating (ICR), reflecting the overall strength of the balance sheet, this would result in a

lowering of the group's stand-alone credit profile (SACP). It would also lead us to downgrade BIL's hybrid

instruments, including its senior nonpreferred notes.

An upgrade is unlikely over our outlook horizon as we believe the 'A-' ICR on BIL is adequately positioned

compared with peers. Should BIL's ALAC buffer increase more than we expect, an upgrade would also depend on

our view of the bank's business development and performance compared with peers rated in the 'A' category.

Rationale

The ratings on BIL reflect our view of its lending concentration in the narrow, but low-risk, Luxembourg market, and

its only second-tier franchise in private banking. The bank is the third largest lender in the country with about 14%

market share in loans and deposits in 2019. BIL's medium-term strategy has remained broadly unchanged following its

acquisition by LH, which was finalized mid-2018. We expect our measure of core earnings to decrease to a modest

0.15%-0.30% of assets in the coming years, balancing a stable and predictable revenue base with a steady increase in

noninterest expenses notably reflecting investment in new IT systems, and increased provisioning for credit risk.

Pressure on core earnings from low interest rates and increasing cost of risk will likely weigh on capitalization. Despite

the bank's focus on retail activities in a stable and wealthy country, we believe that the still rapid expansion of the loan

book, although below the nearly 10% high achieved in 2019, could end up inflating credit losses in a deteriorating

credit environment. We also consider the significant operational and reputational risks that are inherent to private

banking. We see BIL's funding and liquidity metrics as in line with the rest of the sector in Luxembourg.
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The above-mentioned factors translate into a 'bbb+' group SACP. In addition, we view BIL as having systemic

importance for the Luxembourgish banking industry and assume it would be subject to resolution under the EU Bank

Recovery and Resolution Directive (BRRD). We therefore apply a one-notch positive uplift to the ratings because we

believe that the bank has a sufficient and sustainable ALAC buffer to protect senior unsecured creditors.

BIL is 90% owned by LH, a leveraged Chinese conglomerate that we view as having weaker creditworthiness than its

bank subsidiary. However, we believe BIL benefits from a very high degree of insulation from its parent group.

Therefore, despite the leveraged nature of LH, our ICR on BIL is at the same level as its group credit profile ('A-'

including one notch of ALAC uplift). While our ratings on BIL are not formally constrained by our view of LH's

creditworthiness, we will continue to monitor whether this ownership could lead to a more aggressive strategy or alter

the bank's financial management and policy. Our central scenario is that it will not, notably because of BIL's regulated

status and the presence of many independent board members, including representatives of the Grand Duchy of

Luxembourg, which owns nearly 10%. We believe this tempers LH's influence. BIL has currently no major business

link with the LH group. While the bank's strategy includes leveraging on its parent's contacts to seize business

opportunities with Chinese corporates and high-net-worth individuals, and devloping wealth management services in

China, we understand that this expansion will be very progressive.

Anchor: 'a-' for a commercial bank operating predominantly in Luxembourg

We use our Banking Industry Country Risk Assessment economic risk and industry risk scores to determine a bank's

anchor, the starting point in assigning an ICR. The anchor for a commercial bank operating predominantly in

Luxembourg, as is the case for BIL, is 'a-', based on an economic risk score of '2' and an industry risk score of '3'.

Economic risk for Luxembourg's banks remains low by international standards. The country's prosperous economy is

characterized by low government debt, one of the world's highest per capita incomes, stable institutions, and

predictable policymaking. However, its large financial sector and position as a financial center make it vulnerable to

regulatory and fiscal changes. We predict that the COVID-19 pandemic and associated economic slump will translate

into a severe recession in Luxembourg in 2020. But we believe the unprecedented monetary, fiscal, and regulatory

policy response delivered by the government will support the local economy. Credit to the private sector has been

dynamic since 2015, and we see some risk of a build-up of imbalances coming from the continued increase in real

estate prices in recent years--although positively this was not fueled by credit. We believe that any slowdown in house

price growth would be temporary, though, given the lack of supply and expanding population in the country. We also

expect credit to the domestic private sector to continue increasing and that, as a consequence of the crisis, cost of risk

in domestic retail and corporate markets will pick-up in 2020 from the very low level achieved until 2019. That said,

lending standards of Luxembourg's banks are conservative, in our view. Corporate-sector debt remains average in a

European context, when separated from debt raised by Luxembourg-based financial vehicles, or holdings, and then

on-lent to operating entities located abroad. We regard the economic risk trend as stable.

In our view, industry risk mainly stems from banks' focus on nontraditional lending activities, such as private banking,

wealth management, securities services, and funds administration. Although these businesses have made Luxembourg

a reputable international financial center, and are generally profitable for the banking sector, they expose banks to

higher confidence sensitivity, regulatory, and legal risks than their counterparts in neighboring countries. Nevertheless,

we believe that banks are pricing their risks adequately and benefit from structurally low credit losses, which led to
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satisfactory returns on equity of 7.0%-8.0% until 2019. Regulatory standards for Luxembourg's banks are broadly in

line with those of European peers, even if Luxembourg's status as an open financial center obliges the supervisor to

focus even more than in neighboring countries on compliance or "know your customers" risks. Regulators also face

potential complexity in supervising the country's banking sector since it essentially comprises subsidiaries of larger

international groups and holdings, and because there is a significant nonbanking financial sector. We believe that the

local banking industry has a favorable funding structure, supported by an excess of customer deposits over loans. We

assess the industry risk trend as stable.

Table 1

Banque Internationale a Luxembourg--Key Figures

--Year ended Dec. 31--

(Mil. €) 2020* 2019 2018 2017 2016

Adjusted assets 29,595.3 27,869.5 25,290.5 23,591.1 23,026.7

Customer loans (gross) 15,491.8 14,986.7 13,654.3 13,620.8 12,354.8

Adjusted common equity 1,096.1 1,067.3 923.4 810.1 749.6

Operating revenues 280.3 557.2 537.1 552.4 541.3

Noninterest expenses 202.1 399.1 398.8 396.9 368.5

Core earnings 33.6 95.2 93.2 109.3 103.3

*Data as of June 30.

Business position: Narrow geographic focus on Luxembourg and modest private banking activities
compared with peers

Our assessment of the bank's competitive position is constrained by the concentration of its lending business in the

small, albeit low-risk, Luxembourgish market, and our opinion that BIL remains a second-tier player in the private

banking market. Market shares in core activities, retail and commercial, are strong and stable, though. In 2019 and the

first half of 2020, BIL's core operating revenues stemmed evenly from wealth management, retail and private banking,

and corporate lending (just above 30% each) and from products and markets (5%), which gathered in 2020 BIL's

former financial markets and banking book management activities. We expect this revenue mix to remain broadly

unchanged in the next two years.

We consider private banking activities more vulnerable to market confidence and to competition from banks in

non-EU countries. We also factor in BIL's second-tier franchise in the wealth management industry compared with

larger international peers or Swiss specialized wealth managers. We understand that BIL plans to expand in wealth

management in China by leveraging on LH's network, but that this is going to be very gradual. At mid-2020, assets

under management (AUM) reached €41.4 billion (€43.5 billion at end-2019). While it demonstrates good resilience

amid the crisis, such volume remains modest compared with larger asset-gathering peers.

S&P Global Ratings believes there remains a high degree of uncertainty about the evolution of the coronavirus

pandemic. While the early approval of a number of vaccines is a positive development, countries' approval of vaccines

is merely the first step toward a return to social and economic normality; equally critical is the widespread availability

of effective immunization, which could come by mid-2021. We use this assumption in assessing the economic and

credit implications associated with the pandemic (see our research here: www.spglobal.com/ratings). As the situation

evolves, we will update our assumptions and estimates accordingly.
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BIL almost exclusively operates in Luxembourg, where its commercial franchise lies. With €29.8 billion in total assets

at mid-2020, it is the third-largest retail bank in Luxembourg. BIL enjoys reasonably stable market shares in both

domestic deposits (about 13.5% at end-2019) and domestic loans (about 14.5%). Its franchise is well entrenched

locally, with a strategy to continue servicing the full Luxembourgish market, from individuals to larger local corporates.

LH's acquisition of a 89.9% stake in BIL has not fundamentally changed the bank's strategy. The new shareholder

endorses BIL's medium-term plans and is committed to support the bank's financial profile to pursue business

development. Despite the opening by BIL of a representative office in Beijing, and its intention to leverage on LH's

contacts locally to seize business opportunities with Chinese corporates and high-net-worth individuals, we understand

that international business development, in particular corporate financing to Chinese companies, is to be rolled out in a

gradual manner. We assume continuity regarding strategy and operations. However, we will continue to monitor

changes, if any, which could arise from the development of lending activities in new geographies or to new customers,

in particular to other subsidiaries of LH or China-based clientele. We believe that the bank's governance is strong

enough to insulate itself against any potential detrimental influence from LH.

BIL has devoted sizable resources to modernizing its core banking system and maintaining its IT framework

performance, and also to pursuing its digital strategy and fostering its image as one of the most innovative banks in

Luxembourg. We understand that the bank aims to improve customer experience and make its products more

attractive. While prioritizing digitalization aligns with BIL's ongoing aim to preserve cost efficiencies, it can also

translate into recurring spikes in expenses.

Table 2

Banque Internationale a Luxembourg--Business Position

--Year ended Dec. 31--

(%) 2020* 2019 2018 2017 2016

Total revenues from business line (currency in millions) 280.3 568.0 573.3 552.6 541.6

Commercial & retail banking/total revenues from business line 98.2 94.1 87.1 90.8 86.3

Trading and sales income/total revenues from business line 10.0 7.2 9.1 14.8 16.0

Other revenues/total revenues from business line (8.2) (1.3) 3.8 (5.6) (2.3)

Investment banking/total revenues from business line 10.0 7.2 9.1 14.8 16.0

Return on average common equity 4.3 7.0 9.2 8.6 8.3

*Data as of June 30.

Capital and earnings: Supportive capital management

We expect BIL's capitalization will continue to benefit from predictable earnings and supportive capital management,

as illustrated by LH's decision not to upstream dividends on the bank's 2017, 2018, and 2019 results. Furthermore, on

Dec. 16, 2019, BIL's shareholders subscribed a €58 million capital increase, in proportion to their respective existing

stakes.

At end-2019, our RAC ratio for BIL stood at 10.6% before diversification and concentration effects, unchanged from

end-2018. We forecast our ratio to decline to 10.3% at end-2020 and to just above 10.0% by end-2021, reflecting our

expectations of dynamic loan growth, although below the almost 10% achieved in 2019, combined with lower

profitability. We believe maintaining capitalization at the current level depends on LH's commitment to continue
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supporting the bank's business development. In particular, we do not expect ordinary dividend pay-outs to resume

before loan growth decelerates and profitability picks up.

Our forecasts are based on our following expectations:

• Loan book growth of 6.5%-7.0% over our forecast horizon as we witnessed permanence in commercial activities in

the first half of 2020, from both retail mortgages and corporate lending. This is slightly below our previous 8.0% loan

growth forecast for 2020 and 2021.

• S&P Global Ratings risk-weighted assets (RWAs) in line with our expectation of strong loan growth.

• Cost of credit risk --including provisioning for expected but non-incurred credit losses in the application of

International Financial Reporting Standard No. 9 (IFRS 9)-- of €60 million-€80 million in 2020, and still elevated in

2021 (roughly twice that reported in 2018-2019); then normalizing to pre-COVID-19 levels from 2022 onward.

• Decline in core earnings to an average €50 million in 2020-2021 compared to €95 million in 2019, reflecting

elevated cost of risk amid the pandemic, continued pressure of low interest rates on the net interest margin, and a

material increase in operating expenses, notably for IT and technological development, and compliance.

• Our assumption of no ordinary dividend payment out of the 2020 profits, nor in the two following years.

• Supportive capital management policy alongside our view that LH will remain committed to healthy capitalization

at BIL and will be ready to support the bank's strategy and fuel business development.

• No material external acquisitions.

We expect that our measure of cost to income will exceed 75% in 2020, from about 72% in 2019 and the first half of

2020, reflecting a material increase in the cost base, while revenue will remain pressured by low interest rates.

We consider quality of capital to be high, as it comprised 86% of common equity at mid-2020, unchanged from

end-2019 and end-2018, and a single additional tier 1 (AT1) of €175 million issued in 2019. We note that out of the

€150 million AT1 notes issued in 2014, €118 million was successfully tendered as part of the new issuance, and we

excluded from our measure of capital at year-end 2019 the remaining part that was called in June 2020.

At end-2019, the fully loaded common equity tier 1 ratio (CET1) was 12.5%. The difference compared to our 10.6%

RAC ratio mostly reflects the bank's large investment portfolio and private banking activities, for which our RAC

charges--in particular those pertaining to operational risk--are higher than regulatory charges.

We understand that BIL will try to consolidate its retail and private banking activities without significantly increasing

its international retail footprint or acquiring large private-banking competitors. As such, we assume the current

strategy will not markedly affect our opinion of the bank's capital and earnings position in the coming years.

Table 3

Banque Internationale a Luxembourg--Capital And Earnings

--Year ended Dec. 31--

(%) 2020* 2019 2018 2017 2016

Tier 1 capital ratio 14.8 14.5 13.9 14.5 15.6

S&P Global Ratings’ RAC ratio before diversification N/A 10.6 10.6 10.3 9.0

S&P Global Ratings’ RAC ratio after diversification N/A 9.1 9.3 9.0 7.8
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Table 3

Banque Internationale a Luxembourg--Capital And Earnings (cont.)

--Year ended Dec. 31--

(%) 2020* 2019 2018 2017 2016

Adjusted common equity/total adjusted capital 86.3 86.0 86.1 84.4 83.4

Net interest income/operating revenues 57.2 57.0 58.0 55.4 55.3

Fee income/operating revenues 40.5 37.5 36.7 36.3 34.2

Market-sensitive income/operating revenues 7.1 5.8 5.6 11.6 13.0

Cost to income ratio 72.1 71.6 74.2 71.9 68.1

Preprovision operating income/average assets 0.5 0.6 0.6 0.7 0.8

Core earnings/average managed assets 0.2 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.5

*Data as of June 30. N/A--Not applicable.

Table 4

Banque Internationale a Luxembourg--Risk-Adjusted Capital Framework Data

(Mil. €) Exposure*

Basel III

RWA

Average Basel III

RW(%)

S&P Global

Ratings RWA

Average S&P Global

Ratings RW (%)

Credit risk

Government & central banks 9,157.0 302.9 3.3 200.8 2.2

Of which regional governments and

local authorities

1,697.0 75.0 4.4 67.8 4.0

Institutions and CCPs 5,255.7 488.8 9.3 741.7 14.1

Corporate 6,552.0 4,412.5 67.3 5,302.3 80.9

Retail 10,876.8 1,937.5 17.8 3,343.1 30.7

Of which mortgage 7,337.0 1,275.0 17.4 1,761.5 24.0

Securitization§ 69.0 12.5 18.1 13.8 20.0

Other assets† 470.0 187.5 39.9 547.1 116.4

Total credit risk 32,380.5 7,341.6 22.7 10,148.8 31.3

Credit valuation adjustment

Total credit valuation adjustment -- 25.0 -- 0.0 --

Market Risk

Equity in the banking book 26.0 162.5 626.2 223.9 862.6

Trading book market risk -- 48.9 -- 73.3 --

Total market risk -- 211.4 -- 297.2 --

Operational risk

Total operational risk -- 950.0 -- 1,271.9 --

Exposure

Basel III

RWA

Average Basel II

RW (%)

S&P Global

Ratings RWA

% of S&P Global

Ratings RWA

Diversification adjustments

RWA before diversification -- 8,528.0 -- 11,717.9 100.0

Total Diversification/

Concentration Adjustments

-- -- -- 1,918.4 16.4

RWA after diversification -- 8,528.0 -- 13,636.3 116.4
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Table 4

Banque Internationale a Luxembourg--Risk-Adjusted Capital Framework Data (cont.)

Tier 1

capital Tier 1 ratio (%)

Total adjusted

capital

S&P Global Ratings

RAC ratio (%)

Capital ratio

Capital ratio before adjustments 1,240.4 14.5 1,240.9 10.6

Capital ratio after adjustments‡ 1,240.4 14.5 1,240.9 9.1

*Exposure at default. §Securitization Exposure includes the securitization tranches deducted from capital in the regulatory framework. †Exposure

and S&P Global Ratings’ risk-weighted assets for equity in the banking book include minority equity holdings in financial institutions.

‡Adjustments to Tier 1 ratio are additional regulatory requirements (e.g. transitional floor or Pillar 2 add-ons). RWA--Risk-weighted assets.

RW--Risk weight. RAC--Risk-adjusted capital. Sources: Company data as of 'Dec. 31 2019', S&P Global Ratings.

Risk position: Still rapid loan growth and some credit sensitivity in the corporate segment

The asset quality metrics in BIL's core loan portfolio are good overall, but we think it has some credit sensitivity in its

small and midsize enterprise (SMEs) and corporate lending portfolios. We also factor into our assessment of the bank's

risk profile its high concentration in Luxembourg and the operational and reputational risk related to private banking

activities. We believe that still-rapid new loan generation (6.8% annualized growth in the first half of 2020) primarily

reflects dynamic credit demand in Luxembourg, but it can increase the bank's sensitivity to credit risk. We note that

BIL had granted moratoria for total outstanding loans of €1.0 billion at mid-2020 and supported the state-backed loans

measures as part of the Luxembourgish government's stabilization program, although this was for a low volume due to

limited demand.

BIL reported close to 10% growth in annualized customer loans in 2019 and we forecast 7% in 2020. Such growth

remains atypical compared with peers' in neighboring countries and above the long-term growth potential of the local

economy. We consider that growing exposures in a low interest rate environment could translate into supplemental

credit losses at some point, say in the difficult environment following the current pandemic. Also, we consider that

accelerating loan growth can pose operational difficulties in terms of risk management. Positively, we understand that

the current growth in the bank's credit exposures, mostly in domestic mortgages and some corporate lending, stems

from affluent credit demand, especially as demographics remain favorable in Luxembourg and wealth levels are among

the highest in Europe. Therefore, we expect the bank to maintain its underwriting standards and selective risk appetite

broadly unchanged.

Over 2016-2019, BIL's loan portfolio had average new loan loss provisions to gross customer loans of 15 basis points

(bps), in line with peers operating in countries with similar economic risk. As a consequence of the pandemic, we

expect our measure of new loan loss provisions to average customer loans to increase to 45 bps in 2020, after 39 bps

in the first half of 2020. We understand, though, that the largest part of this provisioning corresponds to expected but

non-incurred credit losses, in the application of IFRS 9. We expect BIL's cost of credit risk to normalize only from

2022. Credit risk in the residential real estate segment is extremely low in Luxembourg, so we understand that a large

portion of BIL's credit losses stems from the SME and corporate sectors, with the remainder from consumer retail

loans.

BIL's retail, corporate, and private banking businesses are well diversified by counterparty. Our measure of

nonperforming loans (NPLs) represented 3.7% of total gross loans at mid-2020 (we calculated 3.8% at end-2019), using
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the IFRS9 Stage 3 definition. We view this level of NPLs as higher than peers' but we note that these include a legacy

runoff portfolio that is well provisioned (at end-2019, the NPL ratio was 2.85% when excluding this runoff portfolio).

We forecast the NPL ratio to stand at about 4.0% in the next couple of years.

The financial investments portfolios totaled €8.4 billion at mid-2020, which comprised liquid government and financial

institutions securities.

We do not factor into our analysis any material costs in relation to operational or compliance-related risk that could

stem from the bank's private banking activity, in particular. Still, we consider that non-financial risks are a large source

of risk for BIL, more than credit exposures, and are more difficult to detect and monitor. Luxembourg is a financial

center, with many institutions and large amounts of money flowing in and out. Therefore, commercial banks like BIL

pay particular attention to issues such as financial crime. In March 2020, the Commission de Surveillance du Secteur

Financier (CSSF) imposed on BIL a €4.6 million fine related to some weaknesses identified in 2017 and 2018 in the

bank's processes for anti-money laundering and counter-terrorism financing in a segment of its customers with

inherent high risk. No such activity was identified, though. BIL promptly remediated the identified weaknesses and is

constantly updating its compliance framework.

Table 5

Banque Internationale a Luxembourg--Risk Position

--Year ended Dec. 31--

(%) 2020* 2019 2018 2017 2016

Growth in customer loans 6.7 9.8 0.2 10.2 5.8

Total diversification adjustment/S&P Global Ratings’ RWA before diversification N/A 16.4 13.3 13.9 15.3

Total managed assets/adjusted common equity (x) 27.2 26.3 27.6 29.3 30.9

New loan loss provisions/average customer loans 0.4 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.1

Net charge-offs/average customer loans 0.1 0.1 0.3 N.M. N.M.

Gross nonperforming assets/customer loans + other real estate owned 3.7 3.8 4.4 3.8 4.7

Loan loss reserves/gross nonperforming assets 49.6 47.1 45.0 54.0 53.2

*Data as of June 30. N/A--Not applicable. N.M.--Not meaningful.

Funding and liquidity: A sizable deposit base, reflective of private banking activities

Our view of BIL's funding balances its relatively strong metrics--such as our stable funding ratio of 134.6% and a strong

loan-to-deposit ratio of 79.5% as of mid-2020--against our view of the higher volatility of private banking and

nonresident deposits compared with pure domestic retail deposits. It also reflects the concentration of corporate

deposits on a few counterparties. We view the deposits as very stable, though, due to the strong customer franchise of

the bank.

A high level of liquid assets, of approximately €11.3 billion by our measure, supports BIL's liquidity, and amply

covered its short-term wholesale funding needs by 2.9x at mid-2020.

About 82% of the investment portfolio, made of highly rated government and financial institutions bonds, was eligible

for repurchase transactions at the European Central Bank (ECB) on the same date. In our view, the bank manages its

liquidity cautiously through stress tests and liquidity gaps.
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Table 6

Banque Internationale a Luxembourg--Funding And Liquidity

--Year ended Dec. 31--

(%) 2020* 2019 2018 2017 2016

Core deposits/funding base 70.5 74.7 74.9 75.8 77.4

Customer loans (net)/customer deposits 79.5 77.5 77.5 81.8 74.7

Long-term funding ratio 86.4 89.2 89.3 89.2 92.0

Stable funding ratio 134.6 136.2 130.7 126.9 132.6

Short-term wholesale funding/funding base 14.4 11.4 11.3 11.5 8.5

Broad liquid assets/short-term wholesale funding (x) 2.9 3.5 3.3 3.0 4.3

Net broad liquid assets/short-term customer deposits 40.0 39.2 35.2 31.7 36.8

Short-term wholesale funding/total wholesale funding 47.8 43.8 43.8 46.2 36.6

Narrow liquid assets/3-month wholesale funding (x) 3.9 4.8 4.0 3.8 5.2

*Data as of June 30.

Support: Ongoing build-up of ALAC

On July 25, 2018, the Luxembourg legislator passed a law creating a new category of unsecured debt known as senior

nonpreferred, which ranks junior to ordinary unsecured creditors and preferred debt, but senior to subordinated debt.

At all times, including in resolution, NPS notes rank senior to the bank's equity shares and to more junior subordinated

notes, such as AT1 and Tier 2 instruments, but rank junior to ordinary senior notes.

Following Luxembourg's implementation of BRRD, fully effective since Dec. 18, 2015, the relevant resolution

authorities have the power to convert or write down the NPS notes during a resolution only after more junior

subordinated notes and shareholders' equity have been utilized in full to absorb losses. These authorities are the CSSF

in Luxembourg, and the European Single Resolution Board under the Single Resolution Mechanism, which is

applicable to BIL.

These notes do not qualify as regulatory capital under the Capital Requirements Regulation/Directive IV, but we

expect they will be subject to oversight by the regulators, because they are designed specifically to form part of banks'

regulatory minimum requirement for own funds and eligible liabilities.

In its efforts to build-up a sizable bail-in-able buffer, BIL issued €300 million of NPS notes in September 2018 that

mature in 2023. The bank has raised further significant amounts since the beginning of 2019, of which CHF150 million

was in the form of a public placement. We calculate that our ratio of ALAC to RWAs was 6.50% at end-2019. We

project that this ratio will be roughly stable at end-2020, supported by further issuance of NPS debt, although we

understand that the amount of new NPS planned by BIL in 2020 will finally be €75 million, which is only a half of that

we factored in our forecasts one year ago. We expect that the ALAC ratio will dip to 5.8% in 2021, when approaching

the 2023 maturity date of the sizable inaugural NPS issuance. We factor in one notch of support above the group SACP

of 'bbb+' because we expect the bank to raise its ALAC ratio to 6.5%-7.0% by end-2022, well above our 5.5% threshold

for one notch of ALAC uplift for BIL. This threshold is 50 bps above our standard 5.0%, reflecting an adjustment we

make to reflect concentration of debt maturities, as the bank's buffer still consists of a limited number of instruments.

We set the adjustment above for a second notch of ALAC at 100 bps, which translates into a 9.0% threshold instead of

the standard 8.0%.
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Environment, social, and governance

We see BIL's direct exposure to carbon-intensive industries, which include shipping, transportation, and oil and gas, as

moderate. However, we bear in mind that the bank provides financing to a large number of corporates, notably SMEs,

and consider that, like many other commercial banks, BIL needs to focus on transition risks emanating from its loan

portfolio. As far as its asset gathering activities are concerned, BIL offers ESG investment solutions via some

sustainable and responsible investment (SRI) labels and thematic external funds.

We have not observed any conduct or misselling risks with the retail clientele in Luxembourg, as opposed to countries

like the U.K., but we are closely monitoring how BIL maintains high underwriting standards, especially for consumer

loans, to avoid any emergence of social risks.

Despite our view of the LH conglomerate's leveraged nature and weaker creditworthiness than BIL's, this ownership

does not constrain our ratings on the bank. This is because we believe that BIL's creditworthiness will remain delinked

from its parent's. Supporting our opinion is the majority of members on BIL's board of directors, including two

designated by the Grand Duchy being independent; its bank status and consequent close monitoring by banking

supervisory authorities; as well as related minimum requirements imposed by them regarding capital, leverage, and

liquidity. Also, we note that the CSSF and the ECB gave regulatory approval to the acquisition by LH, and we believe

they will remain cautious in preserving BIL's creditworthiness, in particular as regards dividend payments, credit risk

underwriting, and funding and liquidity resources. We understand that LH is committed to support BIL's capital

management as deemed necessary to fuel the bank's growth while maintaining its solvency, and we believe that the

fact BIL did not pay dividends since 2018 exemplifies this stance.

Rating approach for hybrid instruments and senior subordinated debt

We rate BIL's hybrid instruments and NPS notes by notching down from its 'bbb+' SACP. Consistently, a lowering of

this SACP would translate in a downgrade of these instruments.

Our 'BBB' issue rating on the NPS debt reflects the deduction of one notch owing to our view that such notes are

subordinated (although not labelled as such) to more senior obligations, and do not carry additional default risk relative

to that represented by BIL's SACP. We believe that the NPS notes would be subject to a possible conversion or write

down only in a resolution and, unlike regulatory capital instruments, would be excluded from any burden-sharing

under state-aid rules.

Our 'BBB-' ratings on BIL's nondeferrable Tier 2 instruments are two notches below its SACP. This reflects the

deduction of one notch for subordination, and one further notch because we believe they would absorb losses through

principal in application of a mandatory contingent capital clause (whether contractual or statutory).
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Resolution Counterparty Ratings (RCR)

Based on our view of the jurisdiction on Luxembourg, we have 'A/A-1' RCRs on BIL.

Additional rating factors: none

No additional factors affect this rating.

Related Criteria

• General Criteria: Hybrid Capital: Methodology And Assumptions, July 1, 2019

• General Criteria: Group Rating Methodology, July 1, 2019

• Criteria | Financial Institutions | General: Methodology For Assigning Financial Institution Resolution Counterparty

Ratings, April 19, 2018

• Criteria | Financial Institutions | General: Risk-Adjusted Capital Framework Methodology, July 20, 2017

• General Criteria: Methodology For Linking Long-Term And Short-Term Ratings, April 7, 2017

• Criteria | Financial Institutions | Banks: Bank Rating Methodology And Assumptions: Additional Loss-Absorbing

Capacity, April 27, 2015

• Criteria | Financial Institutions | Banks: Quantitative Metrics For Rating Banks Globally: Methodology And

Assumptions, July 17, 2013

• Criteria | Financial Institutions | Banks: Banking Industry Country Risk Assessment Methodology And

Assumptions, Nov. 9, 2011
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• Criteria | Financial Institutions | Banks: Banks: Rating Methodology And Assumptions, Nov. 9, 2011

• General Criteria: Principles Of Credit Ratings, Feb. 16, 2011

• Criteria | Financial Institutions | Banks: Commercial Paper I: Banks, March 23, 2004

Related Research

• Banking Industry Country Risk Assessment Update, December 2020, Dec. 15, 2020

• COVID-19 Puts The Brakes On Capital Strengthening For The 50 Largest European Banks, Oct. 14, 2020

• Luxembourg 'AAA/A-1+' Ratings Affirmed; Outlook Stable, Sept. 11, 2020

• S&P Global Ratings Definitions, Aug. 8, 2020

• S&P Global Ratings Consolidates Various Articles Into Its Rating Definitions, Aug. 8, 2020

• Negative Rating Actions Taken On Multiple Benelux Banks On Deepening COVID-19 Downside Risks, April 23,

2020

• Banking Industry Country Risk Assessment: Luxembourg, Jan. 29, 2020

• Banque Internationale à Luxembourg 'A-/A-2' Ratings Affirmed On Increased Capitalization And Rapid Loan

Growth, Nov. 22, 2019

• Banque Internationale a Luxembourg's Inaugural Senior Nonpreferred Notes Rated 'BBB', Sept. 21, 2018

• Resolution Counterparty Ratings Jurisdiction Assessment For Luxembourg Completed, June 11, 2018

• Bulletin: Banque Internationale a Luxembourg Ratings Unaffected By The Acquisition Of 90% Of Its Capital By

Legend Holdings, Sept. 4, 2017

Anchor Matrix

Industry

Risk

Economic Risk

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1 a a a- bbb+ bbb+ bbb - - - -

2 a a- a- bbb+ bbb bbb bbb- - - -

3 a- a- bbb+ bbb+ bbb bbb- bbb- bb+ - -

4 bbb+ bbb+ bbb+ bbb bbb bbb- bb+ bb bb -

5 bbb+ bbb bbb bbb bbb- bbb- bb+ bb bb- b+

6 bbb bbb bbb- bbb- bbb- bb+ bb bb bb- b+

7 - bbb- bbb- bb+ bb+ bb bb bb- b+ b+

8 - - bb+ bb bb bb bb- bb- b+ b

9 - - - bb bb- bb- b+ b+ b+ b

10 - - - - b+ b+ b+ b b b-
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Ratings Detail (As Of December 15, 2020)*

Banque Internationale a Luxembourg

Issuer Credit Rating A-/Stable/A-2

Resolution Counterparty Rating A/--/A-1

Senior Subordinated BBB

Senior Unsecured A-

Short-Term Debt A-2

Subordinated BBB-

Issuer Credit Ratings History

02-Dec-2015 A-/Stable/A-2

29-Apr-2014 A-/Negative/A-2

08-Oct-2012 A-/Stable/A-2

Sovereign Rating

Luxembourg AAA/Stable/A-1+

*Unless otherwise noted, all ratings in this report are global scale ratings. S&P Global Ratings’ credit ratings on the global scale are comparable

across countries. S&P Global Ratings’ credit ratings on a national scale are relative to obligors or obligations within that specific country. Issue and

debt ratings could include debt guaranteed by another entity, and rated debt that an entity guarantees.
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